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INSIDE : The experience happens in your
visitors‘ perceptions, seen by their point
of view, created by a combination of their
feelings, sensations and prior
experiences. You can‘t control this!

OUTSIDE: An experience is made up of many
seperate pieces outside the visitor. You
can control nearly every aspect of this!





To understand the parts, we must first
see the whole.

Unless helped, we often fail to find, 
see, or comprehend.



Branding – burning a symbol into skin – has been used 
for thousands of years to show ownership. In the past 
hundred years the word has evolved from meaning „I 

own this“ to „You want to own this“

By creating a mission statement your core purpose is 
clarified and this helps you to create your brand story.





Providing people with new perspectives

Landscapes have histories and these are contained not
only in the soils and fauna, and in the traces of human
life, but also in the history of the ways of seeing the
Land. Bernard Cohen 1997

























Another best practise example:
The wetland banquet 

a dinnershow



The Cornerstones are: 
exclusive dinner 
compelling story

hands-on activities
decoration

background music

DINNER

SHOW
+
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